August 2015

Big East Fork of the Pigeon River

President’s Message
It’s nice to get a little rain. I saw a picture in the Times News of tubers on the Davidson River,
and it looked like they were hardly moving. This time of the year I
usually fish high up trying to find some cooler water.
Big East Fork of the Pigeon River
On Dick Schaad’s advice, I tried the Big East Fork of the Pigeon River, at the Shinning rock Trail Head. This nice stream is located off
hwy. 276 just a mile and a half past the Wagon Gap Road after you
cross under the Blue Ridge Parkway. There is a great trail along the
stream, and if you cross the stream a fine trail runs on the south side
of the stream also. We fished up stream, but I doubt a trail like this
can be found downstream from the bridge.
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Map to Shining Rock Trail Head

This is a free stone stream and requires caution when wading, however the rocks do not seem
very slick. I built a 9 ft. Tenkara rod and tried it for the first time. This rod was a little short for
this type of stream, but it was a lot of fun catching 9 to 11 inch rainbows.
Despite the low water Chas Glatzer and I had a great day. There were lots of fish, and we saw
some fish that might have gone 14 inches. We caught mainly rainbow, however Chas also
caught 2 brown trout. The great trail on the south side of the stream made the return trip
quick. While we did not meet any serious fishermen, there were a lot of camp groups using
this area. This should change with the start of school. I give this stream a high rating for wild
trout fishing. It is a little easier to access and wade than many wild streams I fish.

Panthertown Valley

On another trip, I took Dick Schaad to one of my favorite wild trout watersheds in
Panthertown Valley. The water was quite low, and many of the runs that I normally fish were
very shallow. These runs only held small 5 or 6 inch brook trout. The bigger fish were stacked
up in potholes below cascades. In one pothole I caught 9 bookies in 15 minutes on a size 12
parachute Light Cahill dry fly. Here again there were a lot of summer camp groups that were
swimming in the big pools below the waterfalls, so we stayed away from these areas.
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Dick Schaad corners a brook trout in a Panthertown pothole on the upper East Fork of the
Tuckasegee River, a little way below Jawbone Falls.

Forney Creek
My third trip of the month was to Forney Creek in the Great Smokey Mountain National Park.
There are three ways to get to Forney Creek, and none of them are easy. One option is to take
the 7.6 mile descent from Clingman’s Dome. Another way is a 4 mile hike from a trail head at
the end of Lake View Drive out from Bryson City (the Road to Nowhere).
We took the water route by canoe from the upper reaches of Lake Fontana. This was a 6 mile
round trip by boat, and wasn’t too bad. It was a neat wilderness experience, however it’s a long
way to go for rainbow trout that averaged 6 inches. We had many hookups but didn’t land many
fish. Chuck Dauphine thought he had 40 fish temporarily hooked. These rainbows thrash like
little buzz saws and unless you jerk them out of the water, they are soon off the hook. My largest
fish was 8 inches, and it was my first fish of the day,
I would rate Forney Creek among my top three worst streams to wade. The climb up the stream
isn’t too steep, but the angular stones give you no comfort as you jam your boots between
rocks. After a couple of hours of fishing mostly skinny water with sore feet, you start wondering if it was worth it.
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Chuck Dauphine
was a strong
paddler, thank
goodness.

On the lake headed up to Forney
Creek, 3 miles
seems to go on
forever.

Forney Creek as it cascades down from Clingmans Dome a half mile above Lake Fontana.
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Rotary and Trout and Salmon Grant
Submissions
We have submitted two grant proposals to help fund our Trout in the Classroom (TIC) program with 5 new Classrooms, and our Macro Invertebrate Follow Up Study. We submitted for
a $1,000 grant to the Rotary Club of Hendersonville
to fund the setup for one of the new TIC classrooms.
After I collected the information for the grant from
Ed Shearin, Don Honneycutt submitted the proposal to the Rotary club.
We also received an invitation from John Bell to
submit a grant proposal to the Trout and Salmon
Foundation. I used this opportunity to describe the Macro
Invertebrate Follow up Study for the Davidson River. We
made a request for $8,000 and hope this will get this project
off and running. The Trout and Salmon Foundation was the
major contributor for our initial Davidson River
Project.
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Slate of Officers
Elections for Pisgah Chapter Directors and Officers will be held on September 10. We are
pleased that some of our Directors such as Dick Schaad, Ed Shearin, Lou Barlow, and Tom
Kellner agreed to continue to serve the second year of their two year term. Carole Deddy
has also agreed to serve her second year as Secretary. Jim Czarnezki, and Dave Bender
have agreed to remain on the Board after serving two years.
We are very pleased to have new candidates for President, Treasurer, and Director Positions.
Mike Mihalas for President; Sara Jarome for Treasurer; Justin Mcentrive for Director;
Dick Vanick as director; Bruce Jones as Director, and possibly Patrick Weaver as director.
The Slate of Officers and Directors follows:
				President: Mike Mihalas

				

Past President: Chris Ellis

Oct 2015 – Oct 2017
Oct 2015 – Oct 2017

				Vice President:
				

Treasurer: Sara Jarome

Oct 2015 – Oct 2017

				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Secretary: Carole Deddy
Dick Schaad
Ed Shearin
Lou Barlow
Tom Kellner
Don Huneycutt
Jim Czarnezki
Dave Bender
Bruce Jones
Dick Vanick
Patrick Weaver *

Oct 2015 – Oct 2016
Oct 2015 – Oct 2016
Oct 2015 – Oct 2016
Oct 2015 – Oct 2016
Oct 2015 – Oct 2016
Oct 2015 – Oct 2016
Oct 2015 – Oct 2017
Oct 2015 – Oct 2017
Oct 2015 – Oct 2017
Oct 2015 – Oct 2017
Oct 2015 – Oct 2017

				* Not confirmed

Any other Candidates interested in a Director position should contact Chris Ellis, chris.ellis.pctu@gmail.com.
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West Henderson High Student Receives Arbuckle Scholarship
from Trout Unlimited

Hendersonville, NC, July 28, 2015: Brian G. Albea, a recent graduate of West Henderson High
School and a rising freshman at Brevard College is the 2015 recipient of The Pisgah Chapter of
Trout Unlimited William L. Arbuckle Memorial Scholarship
in the amount of $1,000.
Albea is pursuing a career as a wildlife biologist and he
stated, “I have basically grown up in the outdoors and
I can’t imagine living a life without being able to enjoy
the natural resources that we have so readily available.”
Growing up in Mills River, his family property surrounded
the river and from a very young age, he spent much of
his time fishing or exploring in and around the river.
The scholarship fund, a component fund of the Community Foundation of Henderson County, was established in
2006 by The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited, is named
for, and honors the memory of William “Bill” L. Arbuckle,
an avid angler, supporter and former director of The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited. Mr. Arbuckle contributed
much of his time, talent and resources to the success of
the chapter.
Since 1982, the Community Foundation of Henderson
County has offered people a variety of ways to touch our
community through philanthropic giving. We accept gifts
from individuals, families, businesses and organizations
to create a pool of charitable dollars from which grants
are awarded to address community needs.
This past fiscal year, CFHC donors provided charitable awards of more than $2.6 million to
area nonprofits. Learn more about Community Foundation of Henderson County at www.CFHCforever.org, at the Community Foundation’s Facebook and LinkedIn pages, and by calling (828)
697-6224.
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Endowment Fund
Did you know that We have an Endowment Fund?
            It is an unfortunate fact that from time to time one of our Chapter members passes away. When this
happens, the Chapter sometimes receives contributions in their memory, and there has always been a
question about what is the proper thing to do with these contributions.
            In one case a memorial Scholarship was established (The William Arbuckle Memorial Scholarship),
however when another member passed away shortly after Bill, it became apparent that it wasn’t particle to
establish this type of memorial for every member who passed. There also was no policy in place on accepting
a bequest from a member’s estate if we should receive one.
            These problems have been resolved with the establishment, last year, of the Pisgah Chapter TU Endowment Fund. This fund was set up under the By-Laws with the intent, as spelled out in the By-Laws, to
receive all memorial gifts and Bequests received by the Chapter. Direct contributions to the Endowment and
contributions in honor of a member are also put into this fund.
            The principle balance of the Endowment can never be spent and will remain as a permeant memorial
to the people who have been honored or memorialized. The earning gained from investing the principle, are,
however, available to be used to help fund special projects undertaken by the Chapter. As the Endowment
grows, these earnings will become a significant amount, and have a very positive effect on our ability to take
on big projects. The Endowment Fund is managed by a special Board of Directors that is elected by the members at our annual meeting.
            Contributions to the Endowment Fund are not intended to replace a member’s gifts to the Chapter during
our regular member contribution campaign, but it is an ideal way to make a special contribution in memorial
to a member who has passed away or even one honoring a member who is still among us and doing great
things for the Chapter. It also makes it possible to give the Chapter a gift of something like appreciated stocks,
or leaving a bequest to the Pisgah Chapter as part of your estate plan. All of these type gifts and bequests will
be added to the Endowment principle balance and held there permanently to help it grow.
            Please strongly consider the possibility of making this type of gift to the Endowment Fund as you do a
year-end financial review, or when discussing your estate planning with your representative.
									Skip Sheldon
									Treasurer
									Pisgah Chapter
									Trout Unlimited     
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Pisgah Membership Survey
Please take the time to fill out our membership survey. We have this service until the end of the
month of August. To access the survey, please use the following link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/pctumemberfeedback
Special Note
Special note concerning e-mail notifications. Please use the Website to manage your e-mail address.
Also please update the roster when you are at meetings to reflect the most current contact information. We use this when contacting volunteers.

Conclusion
The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited is on its way to make the jump to a new level of community involvement and
partnerships. We are making contacts with other service clubs to present our mission and vision for cold-water
conservation; we are reaching out to local breweries and conservation organizations to help us support our education and conservation work; we are looking at ways to cooperate with other TU chapters; and we are working as
a liaison between local landowners and the NC Wildlife Resource Commission to improve stream quality.
To help us reach this next level of service we have drafted some outstanding individuals for our new Board of
Directors. Along with the new Board members, we need help from all our membership to assist with projects and
activities as volunteers and coordinators. If you are interested in assisting and can’t make our meeting night, just
contact a Board member by email or phone.

									Keep it sharp,
									 Chris Ellis
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Highlights from the July PCTU Meeting

The August 13 program was presented by Jacob Rash, the Cold Water Research Coordinator for the NC Wildlife
Resource Commission. With all the changes impacting our beloved WNC trout streams. Jacob talked about
Whirling Disease and Gill Lice found in Brook Trout. He also discussed changes to regulations such as night
fishing for trout and a land owner survey concerning fisherman access.
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Fly Box
Raffle
Winner
Jim Rumbough, of Hendersonville was the winner of
the Fly Box Raffle at the
July PCTU meeting.
Fitting with the long standing custom that the newest
members always win the
prize, Jim has just started
attending meetings.
He also attended the Spring
Fly Fishing Workshop.
Congratulations Jim, hope
to see you at future
meetings.
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Fly of the Month
Quigley Cripple
By Dave Bender
The Quigley Cripple was developed by Bob Quigley, an accomplished fly tier from Southern Oregon. It is a fly style
that was designed to imitate a crippled emerging mayfly and I find it works well in our area. The cripple can be tied
to imitate anything from a size 6 Hex to a size 20 BWO by simply varying the hook size and material colors. For our
area I generally like to tie this style fly in the 12 to 18 size range and I simply change material colors to match whatever mayfly I’m attempting to imitate. As a general rule-of-thumb I start the season with darker and larger flies and
as the season progresses into late spring and summer I move to the lighter color and smaller size flies. I almost
always use deer hair for the wing and crinkled zelon for the trailing shuck.
Here’s the materials list:
Hook: Standard Dry Fly Hook. A “klinkhammer” style hook also works well.
Thread: Uni Thread 8/0 – Color to match body/dubbing.
Shuck: Crinkled Zelon – I stick with a light tan or amber.
Abdomen: Most anything goes here from natural fur dubbing or synthetic dubbing to pheasant tails to feather quills
to goose or turkey biots. If using quill or biots, I suggest coating the hook shank with CA glue prior to winding the
abdomen. When using pheasant tail fibers, since they are so delicate, I like to counter wind with small gold or copper
wire.
Thorax: A fine dubbing of natural fur or synthetic. Your choice…
Wing: Deer hair tied just forward of the thorax with tips extending forward over the hook eye. Trim hair buts over
the thorax to form a wing case. Remember, this is a cripple, not a fully formed mayfly, there for the trailing shuck
and wing case.
Hackle: Good quality dry fly hackle of your color choice wrapped between the wing and wing case.
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Start by securing a hook in your
vise, lay down a thread base and tie
in the shuck material and if necessary, a section of small wire. In this
case I will be using pheasant tail fibers for the abdomen so I’ve tied in
a length of “small” gold wire which
I’ll counter wind over the pheasant
tail as reinforcement.

In the above photo I’ve tied in the
trailing shuck, pheasant tail fibers
and small gold wire.

Grasp the pheasant tail fibers with
your hackle pliers and twist into a
rope and wind forward to approximately 1/3 the hook shank length
behind the eye. You must allow
enough space here to add the thorax, wing and hackle. Clip the butt
ends from the pheasant tail fibers,
“counter wind” the small gold wire
to the tie off point and clip the
excess wire.
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Build up a thorax just in front
of the abdomen as in the picture above. Remember to allow
enough space between the
thorax and the hook eye for the
wing, hackle and a thread head.

Clip an appropriate size
section of deer hair and use
a “hair stacker” to even the tip
ends.

Place the section of deer hair on
top of the hook just in front of
the thorax with the tips forward
over the hook eye. Now secure the deer hair with several
thread wraps allowing enough
space to wind the hackle.
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Tie in a proper sized hackle and make
several turns over the thread base used
to bind down the deer hair. Secure the
hackle with a few thread wraps bringing
the thread forward under the deer hair tips
and ending just behind the hook eye. Clip
off the excess hackle tip.

At this point you will want to build up an thread head between the hook eye and the wing making sure to push the
dear hair wing up at a 30 to 40 degree angle. Whip finish and
clip off your thread.

Now clip the butt sections of the deer hair
just above the thorax to form a small wing
case.

That’s it…go catch some fish!
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IWFFF Rendezvous on the Big Horn June 2015
The Big Horn River in Ft. Smith, Montana did not disappoint.
The river was extremely high and fast because large storms had
caused the dam to fill to the brim requiring extensive releases. A
normal flow in June is 4,000 cfm and the flow was near 14,000
cfm. That said, the fishing was awesome...each angler landed
plus or minus 35 fish per day with many hookups and break offs
as the wild trout were masters of high jumping, twisting and
long distance release. Colorful rainbows and an abundance of
browns ranged from 12 inches to 21 inches with wide girths. It
was common to express the desire to long distance release a 12
inch fish so we could
get something bigger
on the line. Wet wading was productive but limited due to the
high water. Nymphing was prolific, but a few of us had quite
the thrill landing large rainbows on a dry stimulator pattern.
Joyce and Jim of Eastslope Outfitters worked their usual magic
with gourmet lunches and dinners. The Old Hookers Lodge has
five bedrooms and four bathrooms and is comfortably
appointed for relaxation and conversation. I met up with some
old friends and met two new anglers on this trip. We hailed
from New Jersey, North Carolina, California, Colorado and Oregon. The Big Horn is a short drive from Billings and has delivered prolific fishing each time I have been
there in the past 3 years. Looking forward to 2016 on the Big Horn.
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